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Pleasing 2 million recovering alcoholics over
changes to their beloved
Big Book…well, many
would call that a pretty tall
order.
But change is indeed
coming to the BB: in the
form of a 4th edition “plain
language”
translation;
and a 5th edition with
updated stories to reflect
a wider, more inclusive
global fellowship.
Concerns about the Big
Book have, for years
now, been trickling down
the inverted pyramid.
From home groups, to
districts, to areas, critics
have said the language is
too hard for many to
understand, and that
shifting societal values
have rendered content
obsolete, indeed offensive to some.
In April, at the 2021
General
Service
Conference
(GSC),
decisions
were made
to
update what is
often referred to as the
AA bible.
A polarizing issue
AAs
from
in
and
around Ottawa, recently
got a chance to learn
what

changes to the Big Book
might look like. Kimberley
M, the Area 83 Delegate,
shared a variety of GSC
advisory actions during
our annual mid-June,
Service Day event.
Not surprisingly, 75 percent of the questions
Kimberley took following
her presentation were
focused on the BB.
“When it comes to the Big
Book there are clearly
two camps: those who
love it and don’t want to
see it change at all, and
those who feel it’s both
difficult to understand and
relate to, those who don’t
see themselves represented in its pages.”
Slowly but surely
Change
does
come slowly to AA;
it’s been 20 years
since the latest
edition of the BB
was
released.
Much has happened since. The
Me Too revolution
has
brought
unprecedented focus to gender parity. An emboldened
LGBTQ2+ movement is challenging

the way we think about
sexuality. The rise of secularism fuels an ongoing
debate about the role of
religion in mainstream
society, and historical injustices against our Indigenous peoples continue
to haunt us.
With a chapter titled “To
wives” it’s not hard to see
how the BB has become
a target for liberally minded alcoholics. And so, the
5th Edition will include a
whole new set of stories
at the back. The hope
being they will help a
much broader AA community see itself reflected
in the sharing.
(Continued on page 6)
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Please submit your stories of experience, strength and hope to Our Primary Purpose at:
newsletter@ottawaaa.org. Thank you for your service!
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Editorial: Bill Would be Pleased
Bill W was no saint. As the story
goes, the co-founder of AA asked
for a shot of whiskey on his
deathbed. But should that take
anything away from what he accomplished? the legacy he left?
the millions of lives he’s touched
through the work of Alcoholics
Anonymous?
Bill wasn’t perfect. None of us
are. Nor is the Big Book.
Would Bill feel threatened by the
fact that his Big Book is being rewritten? Chances are he would
be first line to receive a copy of
the
new,
plain
language
“translation” commissioned by
delegates to the recent General
Service Conference.
What will a translated 4th edition
look like? Or a new 5th edition?
No one can say how much of the
sexist and Christian-based text
will ultimately be revised. No
doubt whatever makes it into print
will be criticized.

communicate the message in a
way that might resonate for the
suffering drunk of today.
The genius of Bill was that he
was able to stitch together a tent
that could always be made bigger
and better…a tent that we could
ALL take shelter under…today,
tomorrow, and a decade from
now.
The original Big Book will always
be with us. Just like the Bible or
Huckleberry Finn, great pieces of
literature live on in perpetuity.
What will change is the way we
interpret them.

The Big Book was, and will always be, a tool for us to use.
Some tools will fit better in our
hands than others.
Change will always come slowly
to an organization as big and flat
as AA. Maybe we should just be
happy with the fact that change is
indeed happening. Change is
good. Change in inevitable.
The Big Book, like AA, must continue to change or the whole
movement will eventually fade
away.
Jeff F

Should we stop reading Peter
Pan because it portrays Native
people in a stereotypical manner,
unbecoming of an enlightened
postmillennial audience?

But Bill will be forever smiling
down on those of us who are trying to get and stay sober, no matter what version of the ‘book’ we
are reading.
Bill always knew that the Big
Book would one day become outdated. He often predicted that
while the 12-Step program would
stand the test of time, the challenge would be continuing to

The Big Book, like AA, must continue to change or the whole
movement will eventually fade away.

Illustration by Ron M.
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Virtual Founders’ Day was held June 12 & 13, 2021
Recordings available: https://www.walkthetalkrecordings.com

IMPORTANT NOTICE: District 58 is no longer meeting.
Please contact
District 54 or District 62. (See page 2)

The Hand of AA in Action Event Wrap-up
It is with the utmost gratitude that I wish to thank
those of you who joined us to celebrate the spirit of
Service during the Hand of A.A. in Action event
held on June 12th, 2021. It was a wonderful day of
sharing how we carry the message of Alcoholics
Anonymous through service.
When I was first informed that part of my role as
District 54’s Alternate District Committee Member
was to work with the other Districts to host an
event about service, I was instantly excited. In
early sobriety, I was told of the importance of
service, it was clearly demonstrated to me by what
others did, I saw the enthusiasm and dedication
and was inspired to learn all I could. These were
my thoughts when thinking about the planning of
the day, so I reached out to those who share their
enthusiasm in Alcoholics Anonymous and who
have inspired me.

as much information as she could possibly pack
into the 90 minutes she was allotted for reporting
and answering questions about the 100 + agenda
items covered at this year’s General Service
Conference.
I am truly appreciative of all of the support that I
received from the committee members, Kerri D,
Kevin O and Trevor F as well as all of the fabulous
volunteers that so freely gave their time to help
make a successful day. Thank you, we are all so
grateful for your service. The feedback received
has been most encouraging – people want to learn
more about service, and how they too can work to
enhance all three sides of the A.A. triangle.
Karen A

The dedication and passion for being of service
was evident in the sharing from Jo Anne D, Nicky
S, Jane S, Jennifer C, Sue B, and Harry B. It was
a delight to hear our guests Carrie B and Billy N
share their insights, and of course, the highlight of
the day was the opportunity to hear the report from
our Area 83 Delegate, Kimberley M who packed

Please submit your stories of experience, strength and hope to Our Primary Purpose at:
newsletter@ottawaaa.org. Thank you for your service!
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Conversation Café: a brainstorming activity at the Hand
of AA in Action Service event day answering the question:

If I were 10 times BOLDER…
I would attract and engage more &
younger members in service by...
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Stop using acronyms (i.e. Committee groups and positions); new
members might not understand them
Try to connect with chat rooms and zoom meetings aimed at younger
people
Speak to young people in depth about what they need and would like to
see (Labyrinth and Ottawa South meetings are good groups for younger
members)
Volunteer to bring younger people to meetings, befriend them; invite
children or friends to open meetings
In this social media world, it might be a good to open up the organization
to promotion a bit
The GSRs are messengers; it is their responsibility to make sure
younger members know about service opportunities available to them
Ask sponsees to chair meetings, bring them to service meetings; make
them understand that as a young member, they can reach younger
members better than older members can
Make accomodations for sobriety requirements to involve ready young
members to service positions
Explore setting up venues or meetings for younger members
Explain that coming to a meeting, making coffee, and greeting is service;
it is a good way to progressively engage new members in service
Greet newcomers, make sure everyone feels included, notice people
who are alone and befriend them.
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Memorandum from G.S.O staff, Literature Assignment
Re: Literature Assignment Activity Update
Literature Items and the 2021 General Service Conference
As you may know the 2021 Conference Committee on Literature had many items on its
agenda. Many items forwarded as recommendations became Advisory Actions while the
committee also had over 20 considerations! All of the committee’s activity is too numerous
to list in this update. And while a summary review overlooks so many details, please note
that policy matters, text changes and pamphlet updates were addressed. Additionally, as you
may know, Advisory Actions were passed to: develop a Fifth Edition of the book, Alcoholics
Anonymous; a Fourth Edition of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous, in Spanish, and to develop
a draft version of the Fourth Edition of the book Alcoholics Anonymous, translated into plain
and simple language. The next step in these and other actions stemming from Conference
will be at the end of July when the trustees’ Literature Committee meets.
A.A. Literature Carrying the Message in Virtual Settings
An approach shared rather early in the pandemic, and adopted in various parts of the
service structure, is from Area 08. GSO’s Publishing Department reviewed and has
supported the use of glideapps for access to A.A. literature in virtual meeting settings. To
explore this local resource, I am providing you with links to a couple of posts from the
Technology in AA online community. A description of a glideapp in order to utilize AA
literature in online settings is available. As you may know, a ‘glideapp’ functions like a
‘URL’ and can provide a direct way to access literature:
THE LINK FOR ENGLISH: h ps://area8aalinks2aalit.glideapp.io/

In general, the TIAA online community might be a good place to explore ideas for
carrying A.A.’s message using literature items: https://tiaa-forum.org/

Changes ahead for the Big Book
AA recognizes the need for a refresh (continued from front page)
A so-called “translation” of the current edition will attempt to replace some of the antiquated language,
making it both more accessible to a wider range of literacy, as well as being more relatable to those
blocked by what some consider a sexist tone and underlying Christian principles.

Bill ahead of his time
Kimberley witnessed hours of engaging discussion and debate during the GSC, and when asked what
stood out most during the week-long virtual conference, it was the thoughts and words of AA founder Bill
W.
“It’s really quite remarkable how forward-thinking he was. We listened to some audio of Bill speaking way
back in 1960. He said, ‘nothing matters more to AA’s future than the manner in which we use the colossus
of modern communication.’ Those words ring so true as we contemplate changes to what is arguably the
most important piece of our recovery literature.”
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Hello AA Family! Just two months left until the 2021 Unity and Service
Conference! This Traditions and Concepts focused, live Zoom event will be
July 9-11, 2021. Please go to https://unityandserviceconference.org/ to
register! Check out the amazing line up of speakers and topics! We’re
looking forward to seeing you there!

The AA Fall Assembly will be held
virtually October 22-24, 2021.

Please submit your stories of experience, strength and hope to Our Primary Purpose at:
newsletter@ottawaaa.org. Thank you for your service!
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Bev F
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From the AA Archives...
Remember When Group History
- IN THE BEGINNING -

Group around 24 years ago back when it was registered with New York under its original name, “The
Our home group, Remember When, celebrated
Kanata Group”. That was possibly the last time the
over 42 years on July 19, 2019 as David T., formerly of District Archives, informs us that records GSR position was filled before 2016. David T.
informs us that New York only has record of our
indicate our Group’s first information sheet dates
back to July 19, 1977 when Larry S. was GSR and Group under the name “The Kanata Group” up
until 2000, after which recorded activity only reKevin B. was the alternate GSR. Tom Q.,
Remember When’s current longest active member sumed in 2016 under the current name
“Remember When”.
going on 40 years as a member of our Group,
recalls Jim H., John S., Ted B. and Dave R. as the
- THOSE ATTENDING original members. Jim C., another current active
Our Group has a very small “core” group and
long-time member of our Group adds Gus to this
attendance to meetings fluctuates greatly - and
list of founding members. Remember When hosts
randomly, it would seem - with an average of 18
an open speaker meeting at 8 o’clock every Monattendees per week. Long-time members say this
day night at 85 Leacock Drive, Kanata, as it always
has been a trend since the Group’s inception in the
has for over 40 years - give or take a few hundred
late 70’s but Jim C. recalls that the Group counted
feet...
significantly more members in its early days. ReTom Q. explains that, in its beginning, our Fel- cently, however, we are happy to see more and
lowship would meet in the basement of a bungalow more people getting involved at the service level
now converted into one of two 2-storey houses
and we have been witnessing many new faces
located on the perimeter of the current Christ Risen taking on different service responsibilities over the
Lutheran Church property and that the main floor
past year (sometimes we don't wait very long to
of this bungalow would accommodate the Church get people involved...).
services. Following zoning adjustments, this 2Our room is populated with people from all over
storey house is now adjacent to but no longer part
the age spectrum and we are very grateful that we
of the Church property. In 1980-1981, they built
often have the opportunity to welcome first-timers.
the present-day Christ Risen Lutheran Church
We quickly encourage them to attend many other
building and Remember When immediately started
meetings as soon as possible by giving them a
holding its meetings at the new location - and has
Welcome Package, a meeting list and offering to
done so ever since.
either meet them at the next possible meeting or
Our veteran member was also GSR for our
facilitate access to that meeting if need be. If they

are not on the talkative side, this is often the very
best we can do and the rest, of course, we must
accept is beyond our control.
The overall atmosphere at Remember When is,
to say the least, very casual and laid-back. In fact,
at times it seems as though we have adopted “We
are not a glum lot” has our 13th Tradition. Although there may sometimes be ground to question
whether we should be having so much fun during
the course of a meeting, the fact remains that the
quality and atmosphere of our meetings dependably range from the very lighthearted to the movingly intense and, shockingly, at times even crosses
into sanity-adjacent territory. We have the opportunity to hear the rich message of experience,
strength and hope of a wide variety of speakers
from myriad backgrounds who are often more than
well-versed in our Program of action.
- BUSINESS The “business” or “administrative” side of Remember When is also very informal. Our Group
seems to love to jokingly take Tradition 9’s “We
ought not be organized” out of context to justify its
lack of rigor in this department. Nonetheless, our
very short periodical and spontaneous business
meetings are very effective and all matters are
dealt with efficiently--eventually...
- THE EXTENDED HAND OF AA Finally, in addition to trying the best we can to
support the Fellowship within our walls, we are
also very grateful to be able to have the opportunity to put on meetings at The Ottawa Withdrawal
Management Centre and at Newgate 180, two
treatment facilities where we enjoy having the opportunity to have regular commitments. Thanks to
our “keen, intellectual, alcoholic minds” as Joe &
Charlie affectionately put it, it now seems a wellestablished tradition that our Group conscience - or
rather, disconscience - always insists on bringing
more members than room capacity allows to the
latter location ;). This is mostly due to the fact that
Remember When never seems to shy away from
implicating other groups to fulfill (and sometimes
overfill) its commitments.
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